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Introduction: 
● The definition of background and anomalous values 

is a fundamental issue. 

How dividing a geochemical data set?

Which are the number of classes?

Which of these classes represent presence of 
mineralization in a study area?

● The choice of methods depends on the distribution 
pattern of the data sets. 

Which kind of frequency distribution will be expected? 

How data values shold be treated?

● It can be useful to consider that geochemical 
landscapes have spatial variability, geometrical 
properties and scale-invariant charateristics (Li et 
al, 2003). 

Which kind of technique takes into account such attributes 
of geochemical landscapes?
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Background 
or anomaly???



  

Introduction: 
● Can statistics methods help to solve these 

problemes?

● Recently, some authors (Reimann & Filzmoser, 
2000; Reimann et al, 2005, Reimann, 2005) have 
been improving  various statistical methods. 

Can we trust in statistics?
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Don't worry!!!
Be statistical!

“To trust is good but don't trust is better!”



  

Objectives:

● Analyze frequency distribution of 
geochemical data and select some 
mapping techniques

● Compare threshold values derived 
from continuous and discrete 
field models of stream sediment 
geochemical landscapes.

● Discuss about limit between 
anomaly and background values.
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Let's go!!!



  

Study area

Area: 207 km2

Province: Bologna
Municipalities: Loiano, Pianoro 
Monzuno



  

Lithology

The area is located in a particular geological site between Tuscan Emilian 
Apennines and Romagna Apennines characterized by the presence of typical 
formations (Desio, 1973):

● Formazione delle argille azzurre (Calabriano-Zancleano);

● Formazione a colombacci (Messiniano);

● Formazione gessoso-solfifera (Messiniano-Tortoniano);

● Formazione marnoso arenacea (Tortoniano-Langhiano);

● Depositi epiliguridi (Langhiano-Burdigaliano).

Lithology consists mostly of sedimentary rocks, spanning from the Triassic to 
the recent age that include: 

● stratigraphic Mesozoic units, made up of calcareous-marly and marly-
arenaceous-pelitic turbidites, 

● detrital and organogenic limestones. 

● marly limestones, marls, pelites, sands and conglomerates 

(Geological Survey of Italy, 2011). Fonte: Catalogo dati geografici  del Servizio Geologico 
Sismico e dei suoli della Regione Emilia Romagna
http://geo.regione.emilia-romagna.it/geocatalogo/
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Land Use

Fonte: European Environmental Agency. Corine Lan Cover 2008 
http://www.eea.europa.eu/data-and-maps/data/clc-2006-vector-data-version

http://www.eea.europa.eu/data-and-maps/data/clc-2006-vector-data-version


  

What kind of sampling?
In exploration and environmental geochemistry, one of the most commonly used method of prospecting 
is based on the study of active stream sediments (Carranza, 2004). They can be considered as averagely 
representative of the outcropping rocks in the drainage basin, upstream of the sampling point (Webb et 
al., 1978; Meyer et al., 1979,  Bölviken et al., 1986; Lahermo et al., 1996)

Lett E.R., 2007. Drainage Geochemical Surveys - Stream Sediments, 
Lake Sediment, Moss Mats, Heavy Minerals
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 NB: <177 μm fraction analysed 



  
Sampling was organized by choosing at least one 
sediment sample for each river basin.
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Catchment basins of the 
individual stream sediment 
samples were first created in a 
GIS by using a DEM 

42 Stream sediment Sample

Extraction of catchment basins



  

First step

Second step

Third step

XRF analysis (35 elements) LOI

Preparation of tablets for XRF analysis

Fragmentation of stream sediment samples

Computer computing

Laboratory analysis



  

Database



  

Statistical analysis: frequency distribution

Empirical frequency distributions of point values in selected 
stream sediment geochemical data

EDA graphics (density trace, jittered one-dimensional 
scatterplot,boxplot) depicting the empirical density 
distribution of the soil Fe data
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The empirical frequency distributions  of measured point values 
show varying degrees of skewness, implying the presence of 
multiple and intertwined geochemical  populations.
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Mapping of anomalies in geochemical data sets containing 
multiple populations can be facilited by application of 
probability plot (Sinclair, 1974, 1991).

These plots suggests that geochemical landscapes based on 
this stream sediment geochemical data are multifractals.



  

Which kind of mapping techniques?
Several authors have postulated that geochemical landscapes based on stream sediment geochemical data are 
multifractals (Bölviken et al. 1992; Cheng et al.1996; Cheng 1999; Agterberg 2001; Rantitsch 2001; Li et al. 
2002; Shen & Cohen 2005; Carranza,2009). Among these workers, some authors have tried to model 
geochemical landscapes in different ways:

● Cheng (1999)  modelled geochemical landscapes as continuous fields by contouring stream sediment 
geochemical data and then mapped geochemical anomalies by application of the C-A fractal method 
(Cheng et al. 1994).

● Carranza (2009) modelled geochemical landscapes as discrete fields by attributing stream sediment 
geochemical data to their sample catchment basins and then mapped geochemical anomalies by 
application of C-A fractal method.

“A fractal filtering technique for processing regional geochemical 
maps for mineral exploration”. Xu & Cheng, Geochemistry: 
Exploration, Environment, Analysis, Vol. 1 2001, pp. 147–156

“Analysis and mapping of stream sediment geochemical anomalies:
should we logratio-transform the data?”. Carranza, 2007.

“Application of a fractal method relating concentrations and distances for 
separation of geochemical anomalies from background”. Li, Ma and Shi, 2003.



  

In this study, the C–A fractal method (Cheng et al. 1994),  was adopted in mapping of anomalies in the continuous and discrete field 
models of stream sediment geochemical landscapes using classes defined from analysis of empirical frequency distributions of point 
stream sediment geochemical data.

Log-log plot of point values: C-A method of continuous field model 

Continuous field geochemical landscapes based on threshold 
values obtained via C-A analysis of concentration contours of 
point values.IDW Interpolation

Treshold values obtained by fitting 
of log-log graph



  
Discrete field geochemical landscapes based on threshold values 
obtained via C-A analysis of concentration contours of point 
values.

Log-log plot of point values: C-A method of discrete field model 

Cr value of sample 
extended to catchment 
basin area

Treshold values obtained by fitting 
of log-log graph
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Discrete field geochemical landscapes based on threshold 
values obtained via C-A analysis of concentration contours of 
pixel values.

Log-log plot of pixel values: C-A method of discrete field model 

Treshold values obtained by fitting 
of log-log graph
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Continuous field geochemical landscapes based 
on threshold values obtained via C-A analysis of 
concentration contours of point values.

Discrete field geochemical landscapes based on 
threshold values obtained via C-A analysis of 
concentration contours of point values.

Discrete field geochemical landscapes based on 
threshold values obtained via C-A analysis of 
concentration contours of pixel values.



  

Which are the best threshold values between 
discrete field geochemical landscape ?
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Increase in Low Anomalous values
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Pixel valuesPoint values



  

Increase in background treshold values
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Pixel valuesPoint values



  

Decrease in High Anomalous values
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Pixel valuesPoint values



  

Restriction of low Anomalous range
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Pixel valuesPoint values



  

Decrease in threshold values of Anomaly (161 vs 188)
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Pixel valuesPoint values



  

 Decrease in threshold values of High Anomaly (181 vs 230)
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Pixel valuesPoint values



  

Continuous field model VS Discrete field model
Best Correspondance between frequency distribution and spatial distribution of basin's concentration
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Continues field model VS Discrete filed model
Best Correspondance between frequency distribution and spatial distribution of basin's concentration
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Conclusions:

● The former respects the zone of influence of each stream sediment  while the 
latter does not.

● Discret field model determines thresold values compareble to the thresold values 
established by law

● There is a better correspondance between frequency distribution and  spatial 
distribution of basin's concentration.

●  The weight of extreme values (low and high anomaly; low and high background) 
decreases.
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Catchment-based discrete field modelling of stream sediment geochemical 
landscapes is preferable to continuous field modelling.


